
BRANCH INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT

Certified Internal Auditor (CIA). â€¢ Credit Union Background. â€¢ Why do we complete branch audits? Detailed report
for Branch Manager, Management Team.

In providing perspective, analysis and workable recommendations for business improvements in critical areas,
auditors help the organization meet its objectives. The internal auditor is often considered one of the "four
pillars" of corporate governance, the other pillars being the Board of Directors, management, and the external
auditor. He understood and forecast the benefits of providing more balanced reporting while simultaneously
building better relationships. With the implementation in the United States of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of , the
profession's exposure and value was enhanced, as many internal auditors possessed the skills required to help
companies meet the requirements of the law. However, the focus by internal audit departments of publicly
traded companies on SOX related financial policy and procedures derailed progress made by the profession in
the late 20th century toward Larry Sawyer's vision for internal audit. Describing the key risks facing the
business activities within the scope of the Audit. Recently, I started with my own list and then asked several
groups of auditors what words or phrases should never be used in audit reports. Corporate legal counsel often
prepares comprehensive assessments of the current and potential litigation a company faces. When our
recommendation is merely to consider something, even the most urgent call to action can become nebulous.
Each audit finding within the body of the report may contain five elements, sometimes called the "5 C's":
Condition: What is the particular problem identified? For particularly complex issues, the responsible manager
may participate in the discussion. There may also be special topics of interest to stakeholders that change
considerably year-to-year. Identifying management practices in the five components of control used to ensure
that each key risk is properly controlled and monitored. Role in internal control[ edit ] Internal auditing
activity is primarily directed at evaluating internal control. Sawyer saw auditors as active players influencing
events in the business rather than criticizing all degrees of errors and mistakes. Some of their suggestions were
definitely worth repeating, so here's my new "Top 10" list of things not to say in an audit report. Larger audit
functions may establish specialty areas to handle their service portfolio. Some comments may be reprinted
elsewhere, online or offline. Internal Auditing activity is generally conducted as one or more discrete
assignments. Portfolio of services: IA functions may provide traditional audit assurance across the risk
spectrum as well as consulting project support in a variety of areas such as project management, data analysis,
and monitoring of major company initiatives. This was originally published on Oct. This approach helped
catapult the chief audit executive into the role of a respected and knowledgeable adviser who was thought to
be reasonable, objective, and concerned about helping the organization achieve the stated goals. It's safe to say
you tested 10 transactions and none was approved â€” less safe to say transactions are never approved.
Avoiding jargon is only the beginning: Try substituting "by" for "by means of," "now" for "at the present
time," and "so" for "so as to," for example. He strongly encouraged looking beyond financial statements and
financial-related auditing into areas such as purchasing, warehousing and distribution, human resources,
information technology, facilities management, customer service, field operations, and program management.
Because they can add emphasis, words such as "clearly," "special," "well," or "very" might seem to be the
opposite of weasel words. Clarity - The language used should be simple and straightforward. Specific topics
considered in IA strategic planning include: Scope and emphasis: An IA function may be involved in
addressing risks related to financial reporting, operations, legal and regulatory compliance, and the company
strategy. It is conceptually similar in many ways to financial auditing by public accounting firms, quality
assurance and banking compliance activities. Criteria: What is the standard that was not met?


